The Clearview C is a desktop video magnifier designed to improve your reading experience through viewing and magnifying text or converting it to speech. This guide will introduce you to basic functions, but you can always refer to the user manual or request help from a librarian.

Performing Basic Functions

Turning on the Clearview C:
To power on both the system and monitor, press the orange round On / Off button located next to the Zoom dial on the Control Pad.

Adjusting the magnification:
Locate the Zoom dial in the center of the Control Pad. Turn it clockwise to increase the magnification, and counter-clockwise to decrease the magnification.

Choosing viewing modes:
Pressing the white Mode button inside the Zoom dial will cycle you through different viewing modes. The default mode displays original text and image colors. Pressing the button cycles through different viewing modes that enhances the foreground / background contrast, including black text on white background, white text on black background, and yellow text on blue background.

Activating Speech Mode:
Before activating speech mode, please attach a set of headphones. If you do not have a pair, please request one from the librarian at the desk (a library card is required). Once headphones are attached, perform the following steps:

1. Tap the screen once in the bottom right corner to activate the speech mode.
2. Place the document you want to read under the ClearView Speech, inside the document outline shown on the monitor.
3. Tap the screen to activate the document capture process and to start the speech.

For a more comprehensive guide to the Clearview’s full functionality, including saving files and adjusting contrast views, please refer to the Clearview C User Manual.